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Discovery: The language areas in the right and left sides of the brain are less 
synchronised in autistic toddlers.

Researchers  studying autistic  children have discovered their  brain activity 
appears  to  be  out  of  sync  compared  to  their  peers  at  a  very  early  stage.

They found that language areas in the right and left sides of the brain are less 
synchronised in autistic toddlers.

The  weaker  the  synchronisation,  the  more  severe  the  communication 
difficulties exhibited by the child.

The findings could help doctors to lower the average diagnosis of autistic 
children in the UK from the age of five to one.

Researchers  from  the  Weizmann  Institute  of  Science  in  Israel  made  the 
discovery after measuring the neural activity of sleeping toddlers using MRI 
scans.

Lead scientist Dr Ilan Dinstein, said: 'In a normal brain, neurons in separate 
areas  belonging  to  a  system with  a  particular  function,  such as  vision or 
language, always stay in sync, even during sleep.

'Our study shows that in most brains of toddlers with autism this 'sync' is 
significantly  weaker  in  brain  areas  that  are  responsible  for  language  and 
communication abilities.

'Many things need to  be set  up right  during brain development  to  enable 
normal sync between different brain areas. 

'The wiring between the brain areas needs to be right and the neurons within 
each brain area need to send and receive their messages properly.' 



• Would you test your child's genes to predict their future health?   

The findings,  published in the journal Neuron,  could lead to a method of 
diagnosing autism in one-year-olds, he said.

Autism encompasses a 'spectrum' of conditions characterised by poor social 
skills and difficulty communicating with others.

Although the exact cause is unknown, many experts believe it arises from the 
development of abnormal neural networks with irregular connectivity.

'There's  a  tremendous  amount  of  misdiagnosis  in  many  different  forms,' 
Dinstein said.

'A child that might seem autistic at one and a half years old may turn out at 
three years old to have language delay or some other developmental disorder. 

'So one of the reasons to look for a biological measure is to clarify the issue 
of diagnosis very early on.'

The study was published in the journal Neuron …..Link -                       
(Disrupted Neural Synchronization in Toddlers with Autism).
 
Read more: http://www.dailymail.co.uk/health/article-2007265/Autistic-
children-diagnosed-age-ONE-scientists-brains-sync.html#ixzz1Q8FfW2pk 

Extra 1:  New South Wales - New Legislation - "The Children's Guardian" - Voluntary 
Out-of-Home Care......... Check it out!

Extra 2:  Check-out some interesting aspects of questionable service provision on 
the "LISA Forum".  Feel free to post to the forum page by registering, under a 
covert user name, on the left side of the forum page, under "Create an account".  
There will then be a short delay whilst we approve your registration.  
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